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Programming is a complex skill acquired only after considerable practice. This paper
outlines a hierarchical cognitive model of problem solving and programming. The model
accc,-lnts for the way students acquire programming knowledge and forms a basis for an
integrated problem solving and PASCAL tutoring system. In terms of tutoring sysrem
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ABSTRACT

Programming is a complex skill acquired only after considerable

practise. This paper outlines a hierarchical cognitive model of problem

solving and programrrting. The model accounts for the way students

acquire programming knorvledge and forms a basis for an integrated

problem solving and PASCAL tutoring system. In terms of tutoring

system design, it adclresses issues associated with user-modelling and

selection and developnrent of tutorial strategies.

1. INTRODUCTION

programming is a complex skill acquired only after considerable practise. This paper outlines a

hierarchical cognitive model of problem solving and programrning (in this context' for

PASCAL programming) rvhich is based on observations of novice progmmmers and protocol

results from experiments. The model accounts for the way students acquire domain knowledge

and programming skills, as w'cll as the clevelopmental process that occurs as a novice becomes

an expert. It predicts ,n. n i5ccrnceptions and problems that novices exhibit'

section 3 of the paper considers the design issues that are addressed by using the model as

a basis for an integrated problem solving and PASCAL programming course' The important

issues discussed are the optinrisation of the knowledge acquisition plocess and the rransition

from novice to expert. In telms of tutoring System design, these include user modelling'

selection of appropriate tutorial strategies and the graphical representation of problem

decomposition to improve understanding'

2 THE MODEL

2.1 Introduction



In this section, the psychological model '*'e are developing is outlined' The model is based on

existing psychological theorics of problem-solving (Johnson-Laird' 83; Gentner & Stevens'

g3: Simon,79; Gick & Holyc,ak, 80; carbonell, 83; Wickelgren,T4) and learning (Norman'

82). It provides a model of the learning process and is intended to account for the transition

from novice to expert perfortrtance in programming and provides a theoretical basis for the

system we intend to develop. It gives an underpinning for the user modelling techniques we

intend our I'fs to use. we alsc,hope to be able to use the model to optimise the transition from

novice to expert performance. Finally, the model suggests a structured presentation of

materials: this contrasts with the current practise of lessons that present concepts in a vague

fashion and which require conrrretisation of concepts through programming lessons'

The model we ale developing relates to the methodology we adopt in that the point of using

the ITS is to develop programrning concepts rather than domain (i.e., programming language-

specificknowledge-forexarnple,syntax).Amoredetailedaccountofthemodelandits

justification is to be found in (Craig & Thomas' 87)'

2.2 Model

The model of programming \I'e are developing is based on three collections of mental models

which we call the problem, prLt$lsm-tolving and domain models' The models form a hierarchy

and each contains a number of smaller mental models to replesent the concepts and operators

the student possesses. The nrodel hierarchy is shown in figure 1' together with a simple

representation of the interactior-rs between models'

Theproblemmod,e|isthehighestmodelinthehierarchy.Itrepresentsthestudent's

understanding of the problem that has been set. This model contains concepts and operators

needed to understand the problem statement in enough detail to begin the problem-solving part

oftheprogrammingtask.InadditiontothoseconceptsandoperatorsrelevanttotheculTent

task, the problem model also has available to it all knowledge acquired for previous problem-

solvingepisodes.Theproblemmodelcontainsrealworldandotherkindsofknowledge

brought to bear by students when presented with a new problem statement to turn into a

program.

When a problem statement has been understood, it can be converted into a program' The
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problem-solving model perfor ms the conversion. This model contains a representation of the

prog1am design expressed as lt subgoal hierarchy. Each major step in structuring the resultant

program is represented as a subgoal. Subgoals are created and manipulated by problem-solving

operators, each of which is represented by a sepalate mental model and each of which

represents an abslract constrttction or a general-purpose operator' The representation finally

produced by rhe problem-solving rnodel is a structure which can be directly coded using

knowledge contained in the dornain model'

The domaiiz model contains progranmling language (in oul case, PASCAL) constructs

represented in terms of their syntax and semantics. This model is the lowest in the hierarchy

depicted in figure 1. The knor,i,ledge in this model is again represented as a collection of smaller

mental models, one per consrruct. The dornain rnodel represents the basic constructs of the

programming language being learned. This knowledge should be used to directly code the

srructures produced by the problern-solving model. When the subgoal hierarchy has been

constructed by the student, kntrwledge in the domain model is applied to produce a program'

The rnodel just outined is derived from observations of novice programmers and from

protocol experiments. It is alsct based on observations of expert progralnmers'

Itcouldbearguedthaton]},twomodels(problemanddomain)arerequiredtoaccountfor

novice and expert behaviour. From our observations and experiments' we have found that a

range of behaviours is exhibited which indicate that novices have difficulty in mapping problem

statements into correct code. We also found that some novices attempt to produce code too

rapidly and do nor develop a t'ull understanding of the problem before attempting to derive a

program structure: as a result, their programs were either incorrect or incomplete - this is a

problem that PROUST (Johnson, 86), for exarnple, cannot address.

We have observed, that for novices, problem-solving is shallow and frequently syntax-

driven: they do not attenlpt to tlse the semantics of programming constructs in their attempts to

derive programs from problenl statements, but instead attempt to match programming language

constructs syntactically against parts of the problem statement' Experts' on the other hand'

move from problem statement to code via an intermediate stage in which problem-solving is

done in order to produce a (perhaps very detailed) program sffucture' This gives them the



opportunitytosetsubgoalsatagivenlevelofabstractionandtoperformaselectivebreadth-

first expansion of subgoals. 
'typically, expert proglammers will select more important or

difficult subgoals for attentioll before they attend to easier or less important ones' Novices tend

ro engage directly in a depth-first expansion of the subgoals they have generated' Novices

exhibit shaliow problem-solvirlg because they do not appeal to have the abstract concepts and

operatorsavailabletoexperts:theyworkatalevelfarclosertothecodetheyaretoproduce.ln

other words, the problem-solving model possessed by novices is deficient in higher-level

constructs than is that possesscd by experts'

Thedevelopmentoracquisitionofconstructsandconcepts(mentalmodels,inourterms)is

an explanation of the passage l'rom novice to expefi' The domain model of a novice contains the

Syntax and semantics of eletrrentary plogramming constructs' InitiallY' we would expert a

complete novice to poSSeSS only those Syntactic constlucts encountered so far in the

programming course together with a superficial account of their semantics' since the problem-

solving model is defrcient, the ransition from problem statement to code can only be mediated

by comparatively superficial froblem-solving. with experience, we suggest' the semantics of

constructs becomes better untlerstood (and hence, the nental model which represents each

construct,s semantics becomes more developed). The development of the semantics allows the

construct to be abstracted and used as an operator in the problem-solving model' In addition'

more complex constructions (1or example, formatted inpuQ are encountered and are turned into

abstract operators that can be rrsed for problem-solving'

One significant differencc between expelts and novices is that experts are able to view

programs at absract levels of representation. For example, an expert might view a module as

requiring a set rather than viewing it as some programming language-specific data structure

(e.g., an anay). In terms of otrr model, the expert has a mental model of sets in his problem-

solving model and is able to Llse this more abstract operator in program design' The acquisition

of such higher-level and morc powerful operators and representations in the problem-solving

model is part of the way in ri hich that model develops and affords the opportunity to solve

problems using deeper infercnce than does the novice' The acquisition of more abstract

operators by experts appears to be based on encountering and using constructs in a variety of



different contexrs and in diffcrent problems: one of our experimental group stated that she

found constructs easier to untlerstand after she had used them. The 'migration' of semantics

from domain to problem-solving models (where it is used as part of the problem-solving

representation) is another facet of this developnent process.

Because an expert's problcm-solving model is more complete and contains more abstract

and powerful representations, tlie interactions between problem and problem-solving models in

expert performance are more complex. Novices, as has been noted, tend to produce code

before the problem is understc'od and before a design has been achieved. Experts, on the other

hand, spend more time understiinding the problem and attempting to produce a design in terms

of a subgoal hierarchy. Problern understanding is done using the problem model. Novices, we

have observed, engage in a litrle code-writing and find that they can make no further progress,

whereas experts defer coding until as late as possible. We suggest that this is due, in part, to

the interactions between the problem and problem-solving models: deficiencies in

understanding the problem stafement can be detected during problem-solving and before coding

if problem-solving is the main activity after coming to grips with the problem statement. In

other words, experts tend to use the problem-solving model as a way of isolating deficiencies

in their understanding of the problem: when deficiencies are detected, the problem model is

used to improve the problem representation so that it can be used by the problem-solving

model. Because novices do not possess powerful enough absrractions, they find this process

harder to perform.

2.3 Summary of Experimental Results

As has been stated above, thinking-aloud protocols have been taken from members of a small

volunteer group drawn from rrur First Year students. The protocols were taken after we had

completed a period of obsen'ation during which we watched participants in an elementary

course for students who come to Warwick University to read Computer Science but who have

no previous experience of programming. We found confirming evidence for our model in the

protocols. In particular, we found the effects of problem understanding and problem-solving to

be in agreement with our predictions. We also found that subjects whose programming

experience was solely that gained as an undergraduate tended to behave in a syntax-directed



fashion when confronted with a new problem to solve, whereas those with more experience

tended to employ more absffacL conceptions of programming concepts.

3. IMPLE}{ENTATION OF THE MODEL

3.1, Introduction

This section describes a framcwork for a tutoring system for problem solving and PASCAL

programming. It is based on rhe model outlined in section 1, and addresses important design

issues raised by other ITS projects'

3.2 Design philosoPhY

The design philosophy of our system is built around the whole programming course, rather

than the tutoring system, and so contains several different teaching modes.The overall aim is to

teach both problem solving shills and program design, which are generic to programming, and

PASCAL programming.

The system aims to provicle two modes of interaction with the student, a teaching mode and

a coaching mode.

The teaching mocle teache s PASCAL concepts, adopting a one per lesson strategy (Burton

82). This constrains the teaching domain, so that the system can model the student more

accurately in the constrained domain, and can provide more flexibility in its teaching strategies.

At the end of the lesson, once the student has learnt and understood the concept, they interact

with the computer to create a "concept box", which contains parameters which can be filled to

describe the application of thc PASCAL concept. When the student has built up a portfolio of

boxes and completed the novice PASCAL concepts section, they enter the problem solving

mode.This mode provides a lcarning environment in which the student is given a problem to

solve, and is able to develop a plan, and then code it'

The problem solving modc provides a graphics interface which allows the student to build

up a goal decomposition diagram, in a hierarchical tree representation. It contains a problem

solving coach which provides help, both in sfructuring the problem, and in teaching problem

solving strategies. This approrch ensures that the system has an understanding of the student's

planning strategy . Since the boxes have been developed during the teaching mode, as a



byproduct of the lesson, and since the programming tutor has ensured that the student has

developed a good understanding ofthe concepts, then the problem solving coach has an exact

understanding of the semantics of the subgoal boxes. This method has several advantages over

other techniques that have bee n developed to understand or teach problem solving skills' The

main advantages ale in the following areas.

3.3 User Model

The user model is the the most important, and the most challenging aspect of a tutoring

system. It is the system's representation of the student, and hence the basis on which any

teaching strategy is selected.

problems highlighted through research in this area prinrarily concern the need to be able to

pinpoint the level of a studenr's misconception. Our system is based on a three level model of

the process by which a student creates a proglam' given a specific problem.

During the problem solving mode, when the student is given a question, the notation of this

question is an important fact()r in governing how the student develops a representation, or

mental model, of the progranr (Craig & Thomas, 87). The presentation of different notations

for the same question, ie a nrathematical question versus a real world example, provides an

indication of a student's abilirl, to represent problems. It also provides a method of coaching

problem representation, which is a common problem with novice programmers'

During the goal decomposition process, the student uses the boxes they have developed to

create a sub goal diagram, or solution plan. Since the system has an understanding of the

ser'antics of the "goal boxes", it can understand the goal decomposition process. Thus it can

coach the student with any problens, and also tolerate the many possible ways of planning a

solution.

Two ITS sysrems already tleveloped outline some of the difficulties of understanding goal

decomposition.

SpADE (Miller 78) provicles a sophisticated graphics interface in which a plan for a turtle

graphics program can be developed, using graphics boxes. The student uses a list of defined

operators to create box types, but, within the boxes, can type comn-lents in English' As Miller

points out, because SpADE cannot interpret the comments, it is severely restricted in its abiliry



to provide advice on goal decc'rnposition and debugging'

Another feature is that thc coaching module will contain all possible ways of planning the

program. PROUST (Johnson. 86) is a commercially available system that finds non syntactic

bugs in PASCAL programs. 'l-he system uses a problem description (a subgoal decomposition)

which the tutor types into the program in an authoring language. However with atl but the most

trivial programs, there ale sevcral ways of decornposing the problem' Another point which is

outlined in section 2 is that novice programmers often misinterpret the question' or stafi

programming without understilnding the question. our tutoring framework would ensure that

the student had a proper problt-rn representation, before coding was undertaken'

After the sub goal diagram has been developed, the srudent can filI in the parameter fields in

the individual boxes. The sysrorn can then check the student's understanding of the PASCAL

syntax and the flow of data.

3.4 Tutoring Module

The task of a tutoring module is to choose the best way of teaching a concept' or correcting a

misconception. on a more gcneral level, it should optimise both the acquisition of domain

knowledge and the transition from novice to expert'

The implementation of our learning model addresses the student learning issue on a more

general level. Teaching PASC.{L Concepts as mental models, or concept boxes, affords several

advantages. It optimises the learning of PASCAL concepts by providing modular concept

lessons which atiow the studcnt to create and expand PASCAL concept boxes with limited

parameters. These boxes cart then be used as operatols in the problem solving process' In

terrns of optimising the acqtrrsition of domain knowledge, our models approach allows the

student to build upon concepts already learnt, by adding more parameters to the concept box'

As a novice becomes more experienced at programming, he combines simple PASCAL

concepts into more abstract operators, performing more complex tasks' This approach aids the

student to combine the boxes they have already created into more complex task boxes' allowing

them to focus on the problem tlecomposition process, rather than on the PASCAL syntax'

A problem with teaching strategies has been how to structure the domain to minimise the

searchspaceforappropriatetLrtorialaction(Goldstein'82)'



Modularising the lessons and splitting the teaching of proglamrning skills and problem

solving skills allows the develtrpment of precise tutoring strategies, based on the performance

of the student within the linrited domain in which he is working' Building on skills and

knowledge already learnt u ill reduce the likelihood of the student displaying complex

misconceptions due to the intcraction of misunderstandings at several levels. It will also allow

the rutor to focus on particular remedial action should the need arise'

3.5 User Interface

In the domain of program dcsign and problem solving, the use of graphics' to show the

modularity and hierarchical st|ucture, both of a problem solution and a program structure' is a

powerful teaching aid.

During the problern solvfurg mode, an interactive graphics facility will allow the student to

select problem solving boxes. and to insert these into the goal hierarchy' This representation

allorvs the student to visualise important problem solving heuristics, as well as understanding

the narure of problem decomposition'

4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper ourlines a pilot study to develop the basis for a PASCAL Tutoring System' The

rarionale behind the system is to teach general programming skills, including problem solving

and progtam design, and also ro teach the syntax and semantics of PASCAL' The study builds

on issues that state of the an ITS systems have outlined and provides a model which can be

used to develop lesson material and tutoring strategies and also to provide the basis for a

comprehensive student model.

The next stage will be to develop further experiments. Firstly to evaluate the effect of

teaching strategies on differetrt levels of misconception and secondly to investigate the use of

the question syntax as a merhod of teaching problem representation skills' work is also

underway on an intelligent graphics interface, allowing a menu based selection of concept

boxes.
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